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Museums are built for
the future in order to
protect the past, and
as the past is always
following us, the
buildings must be able
to develop according to
the ever-changing
needs.
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ABSTRACT
The thesis will examine the importance of the tectonics of the
architectural envelope to public life in ci es. Ques oning if the
truncated perspec ve on the city that the current tendency toward
architecture of formal spectacle (the commodity-form) brings about,
might be replaced, with new more immersive forms of dramaturgical
engagement. Commodity-form is more than just formal spectacle. I will
draw heavily on the nineteenth century tectonic preoccupa ons of the
German theorist Go ried Semper, in par cular his trea se on Style,
where he discusses how the theatre of city life is mediated by the
con nual architectural act of “revealing and concealing.”
A building is a social en ty. As architect Till Boernger brings forth in his
book, “Threshold Spaces: Transi ons in Architecture, Analysis and
Design Tools.” The threshold can be said to be the most compelling
spa al and material “fabric”/essence. The concept of dressing within
architecture draws focus onto art and structure alluding to its
programma c iden ty, in which follows architectural historian Beatriz
Colomina’s theory on “the window as a screen.” The proposal becomes
a Museum of Crypto Art. By seeking to invert the inside to outside,
making a “publicness” of private spaces to a ract new audiences. A
certain rhythm of emergence and disappearance exist, which can
become an inseparable totality of the forma on of the city, in which the
window is subver ng the performance rela onship between the interior
and exterior, where the inhabitant becomes the spectator of the city’s
stage.
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With the dissolu on of the polis and society`s emergence, we move
away from a clear division from the private and public sphere. Private
interests are thus beginning to be made applicable in the public realm.
In other words, there is a character change of the public space of which
is the mee ng point between the two, and what herea er can be
referred to as the social or community.
The research will be tested through an architectural project, gathering
and compressing the dramaturgical life of London’s Southbank into a
new form of public realm which imagines the physical threshold, not as
a single envelope binding space into form, but as a set of entangled
layers with varying degrees of interpolated public engagement.
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FIG. (On next page): Articulation of glamour
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DRAMATIC LANDSCAPE
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KEY ARCHITECTS AND POLITICAL THEORETICIANS
INFLUENCING THESIS AND DESIGN PROPOSITION
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GLAMOUR SPECTACLE AND MASK
Glamour is ee ng, architecture on the other hand tends to be about
permanence; an enduring form of life. The Glamour Unit is ques oning
if a par cipatory, transient constructed reality, predicated on public
appearance and imagery, is an aesthe c assessment of our me.1
Star ng with the very minute details of how we as human beings,
present and “appear” in society, where the interdisciplinary knowledge
on the subjec vi es of place and space is choreographed by its tectonic
assemblage.2 This is through crea ng more humane and inclusive sociospa al environments that oppose the private and commodi ed space.
Crea ng opportunity for the public and social seeking to reimagine and
remake the city and re-engage public life with ins tu onal life.

Etymologically, the word glamour, rst appeared in the Sir Walter Sco
poem, “The Lay of the Last Minstrel”(I), in 1805.3 Glamer, meant the
in uence of charm on the eye.4 Through history, it became about
appearance and the crea on of illusion, with its “oxymoronic quali es”
and “accessible exclusivity and democra c eli sm”.5 Today glamour is
about persuasiveness, the importance of imita on and simula on based
1 Stoane, Andy. “Glamour, studio brief” 2021.
2 Ibid.
3 Roberts, Paul. “Sir Walter Sco 's Contribu ons to the English Vocabulary.” PMLA, vol. 68, no. 1,

1953, p. 189., h ps://doi.org/10.2307/459915.

4 Gundle, Stephen. “Glamour, A History.” Oxford, 2008. pp. 12
5 Ibid.
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on cyclical trends of the reproduc on of glamour. Flee ng glamour of
built-in obsolescence. Becoming a visual “feast” for the urban aneur’s
commodity culture through adver sement and the transforma on of
self.6 Much like Go ired Semper et al. theories on dressing and the
mask.

FIG. 0: (o page 10) The accessibility and infrastructure footfall is generated by the Tate and the
Millennium Bridge which crosses the Thames; connecting with St. Pauls and the City of London.
Positioned in a tourist area and a financial core - the proposal will contribute to further
revitalisation of Southwark. The collage demonstrates the tensions between identities.

6 Ibid. Pp. 14
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I.
CAN THE OBJECT DRIVEN SPECTACLE PERSPECTIVE
ON THE CITY BE REPLACED BY IMMERSIVE FORMS OF
DRAMATURGICAL ENGAGEMENT?

T

his involves a rethinking of the idea of the threshold,

through reconsidering the perspec ve of the envelope in rela on
to the city; from space-binder into a set of layers with varying
degrees of interpolated public engagement.

In present day, walls that de ne modern space and its architecture, are
becoming increasingly ee ng, as the architectural thresholds become
more ambiguous and disappear altogether. Transience has become a
part of the modern condi on. Yet, with the accelera on of society’s
a achment to change, architecture is becoming increasingly out of sink.
The ques on becomes what does architecture represent? Should
architecture’s societal idea not be based on indeterminate-responsivereac ve layers? Like the rela onship between humans and clothing, as
exempli ed by Go ried Semper in the 19th century, whereby thinking
of architecture as a dress, where the architectural envelope becomes
like its layers; the fes val apparatus.
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II.
SEMPER AND THE MASK; THE FESTIVAL APPARATUS
The surface of architecture can be brought into the “limelight” with
certain theatrical devices, such as the mask, which was put forth by
Semper. “The dressing and the mask are as old as human civilisa on.”
According to Semper architecture was made permeant with fes vity. 7
“The fes val apparatus, the improvised sca olding with all the special
splendour and frills that indicate more precisely the occasion for the
fes vity and enhance the glori ca on of the day - covered with
decora ons, draped with carpets, dressed with boughs and owers,
adorned with festoons and garlands, u ering banners and trophies this is the mo ve of the permanent monument.”8
Semper linked skin, clothing and dwelling through the basic human
urges of dressing and adorning. In which the enclosure originated from
interwoven materials. Skin was the surface where all arts emerged.
Clothing was “the house we carry around us” and the dwelling “a wide
dress.”9 It is relevant when etymologising “Tectonic”, tec, meaning "to

7 Semper, Go ried. “The Four Elements of Architecture and Other Wri ngs” Trans. Harry Francis

Mallgrave. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989, pp. 257.
8 Ibid, pp.255–256.

9Mallgrave, “A Commentary on Semper’s November Lecture,” RES: Journal of Anthropology and

Aesthe cs 6 (Spring 1983), pp. 31.
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weave,"10 where the fes val “apparatus” of the tex les hanging o the
suppor ng structure, become like clothing of the body, the
interconnec on between the surface/cladding (dressing) and structure
(body). Semper believed that architecture begins with ornament; being
the structure itself. Hence it is the decora on that builds the space,
whereby the interior is de ned by the folds and twists, not by the

FIG. !: Tex le derived construc on techniques.

enclosure of walls. Whereby conceiving the walls of the primi ve hut as
woven tex les.(I) Tectonics can thus be discussed in reference to
techniques that are de ni ve of the age of reproduc on.11

10 “Tectonic (Adj.).” Etymology, h ps://www.etymonline.com/word/tectonic.
11 Braham, William W. And Jonathan A. Hale. “Rethinking Technology”. Routledge, London. 2006.

Chapter: Bernard Cache Digital Semper
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FIG. II: Semper’s theory of interrela onship elements/materials.
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FIG. III: (On previous page) A collage of images of the surrounding
context. With the chimneystack on the Tate, and its thresholds.
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“It is not the glamorous
aspect of fashion which
fascinates us. We are more
interested in what people
are wearing, what they like
to wrap around their
bodies… the artificial skin
which becomes so much an
intimate part of people”12
12 Jimenez, Carlos. “Jacques Herzog/Pierre De Meuron 2001 Laureates Essay.” Pritkzer Architecture

Prize, h ps://www.pritzkerprize.com/sites/default/ les/ le_ elds/ eld_ les_inline/
2001_essay.pdf.
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III.
MANIPULATING THE THRESHOLD; SOPHISTICATED
MASKING
Thresholds are the places where the essen al things in life are played
out, nowhere else do we come face to face with the fundamentally
unfamiliar with so li le concern that a connec on is formed out of
which something new is born. The threshold is the device that is able to
allow Semper to control his surfaces/skins - the device that allows
architecture to “conceal” and “reveal.”
The threshold can be said to be the most compelling spa al and
material aspect of modern, transparent architecture. What is a
threshold space? A prelude, an intermediate space, a barrier? Is it inside
or outside? The meaning of threshold, lies in the word “limen”. Referring
to an intermediate state and an in-between condi on. It is a zone where
ideas are re-imagined. A dual coding in society as both a physical and
symbolic marker of separa on and connec on. From the real to the
virtual, intertwined and reassembled between the sta c and dynamic
constants; a transitory connector and separator. In this instance
threshold spaces exert a role as spa al agent. Threshold spaces are what
determine the shi ing areas, the boundaries we cross. To leave the
outside… crossing the threshold alluding to a certain an cipa on of the
celebra on of entering.
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Architect and theorist, Adolf Loos, furthers Semper’s theory13, with
“hanging carpets remained the true walls, the visible boundaries of
space. The o en solid walls behind them were necessary for reasons
that had nothing to do with the crea on of space; they were needed for
security, for suppor ng a load, for their permanence, and so on.
Wherever the need for the secondary func ons did not arise, the
carpets remained the original means of separa ng space. Even where
the buildings solid walls became necessary, the la er were only the
inner invisible structure hidden behind the true and legi mate
representa ves of the wall, the colourful woven carpets.”14 The
interrelated concepts of enclosure and cladding (bekleidnung) are thus
antecedents of architectural space. Inhabi ng porosity, informing
spa ality. Further more the tectonics of theatricality should be
understood in terms of surface ar cula on that aims to defy the
material. Thus this can be the very “act” of fabrica on where the object
is transformed.

13

In “The Principle of Cladding” (1898) in Spoken into the void pp. 66.

14 Semper, Go ried “The Four Elements of Architecture; a Contribu on to the Compara ve Study

of Architecture. 1851. P. 104
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IV.
THE DEMATERIALISATION OF THE CITY; A WORLD OF
APPEARANCES THAT GIVES WAY TO THE WORLD OF
DISAPPEARANCES
“In some ways, you can read the importance given today to glass and
transparency as a metaphor of the disappearance of ma er. It
an cipated the media buildings in ci es with facades en rely made of
screens. In a certain sense, the screen became the last wall. No wall out
of stone, but of screens showing images. The actual boundary is the
screen.” 15 This is where the programma c iden ty of the proposal
comes in; a Museum of Crypto displaying Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs).16
The wall is becoming the “op c foyer” where the screen becomes the
ins gator of architectonic dissolu on, hence architecture
dematerialises. With the aesthe cs of disappearance, as “telema cs
replaces the doorway,”17 Walter Benjamin presented a recogni on of
which the indispensability of architecture’s materiality rests its presence
as a cultural sign.18 One can say that the value of the exhibi on, habits a

15 Paul Virilio, 1993 interview: ‘Architecture in the Age of its Virtual Disappearance’

16 Refer to Footnote (III)
17 Virillio, Paul (1980) Esthe que de la dispari on. Paris: Balland; (1991a) The Aesthe cs of

Disappearance, trans. Philip Beitchman. New York: Semiotext pp. 13
18 Benjamin, Andrew. Style and Time: Essays on the Poli cs of Appearance. Chicago, Northwestern

University Press, 2006. Pp. 39-63
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process whereby the work of art evolves into “crea ons with en rely
new func ons” and the work of art opens up a mul plicity of varying
communica ve “layers,” in which the architecture becomes li le more
than an electronically in ected skin. The French Architect and
Philosopher, Paul Virilio, puts forth that because technology today is
increasingly becoming a force where the world of appearances gives
way to the world of disappearances.19 iden ty becomes virtual and
mul ple. Implying movement between in nite subs tu ons. Thus, unse ng the concep on of architectural space and collapsing space with
the temporality of the new technologies. “All of whom explore the
spa al characteris cs of power rela ons, technological deployment, and
the genera on of meaning in post-industrial Western socie es.”20

FIG. IV. Image of the screens of Times Square. Here space is “consumed” by images.

19 The aesthe cs of disappearance. Translated by Philip Beitchman. New York, 1991.

20 Monteiro, Stephen. “Rethinking Media Space.” Con nuum, vol. 28, no. 3, 2014, pp. 281–285.,

h ps://doi.org/10.1080/10304312.2014.900877. pp. 234
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The dematerialisa on of architecture disintegrates all the drama of
shi ing psychological layers - the theatrical rela onship between a
building and its public - and the building becomes one big simple
permanent mask. No immersion. Truncated involvement. The
architecture thus becomes an architecture of the image/object.
The drama of sophis cated layers of masking is seen in Villa Savoy;
disguising its construc on secrets. The building by Le Corbusier is
masking the mask by shi ing the psychological layers of engagement.
Whereby the structure of the walls are masked and decorated like a
seamless white dress. As is diagramma cally explored on the opposite
page.

V.
THE WORK OF ART IN THE DIGITAL AGE - THE
CENTURY OF ONE TICK PERFORMANCE; THE
DEMATERIALISATION OF EVERYTHING
Predicated on the reshaping of theatre and performance through
engagement represen ng a poli cal and societal paradigm,
choreographed with the principle of performance being in play. TikTok,
FIG. V: (on next page) Analy cal drawings portraying space contained to a set of interrelated
layers, portraying space without thresholds.
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the “one ck (informal) performance” is an example where interac on is
seen through the lens of the virtual/digital world. The emergence of
virtual reality has translated into a disappearance of materiality. Once
again as Virlio says, “where technology today allows the world of
appearance to give way to the world of disappearance.”2122
If the screen accepts the world as a place for scenography, with ever
changing digital art, it thus starts to ques on the object. Where the
object23 itself becomes intangible. Represen ng a spa al turn where
“thinking about space today requires thinking about media space.”
Further more, it “does not merely penetrate or occupy space” but also
produces and shapes it.24
Ar sts in the past met in metropolitan ci es to discuss and display their
work. Digital ar sts today are discussing their work globally on digital
pla orms, and also exhibi ng and selling their work via technology. In
the digital age, the threshold between art and the spectator has been
minimised through global digitalisa on.2526 NFT art, is an innova on
with the objec ve to be the leading pla orm for shaping and
communica ng knowledge across the digital and physical universe,
which is not con ned within its own four walls. The screen enables the

21 Virilio, Paul. Translated by Philip Beitchman. “The Aesthe cs of Disappearance.” New York, 1991.
22 Moreover, the global pandemic has changed the lense through which we view the world.
23 * in this instance the object is concerning the work of art
24 Monteiro, “Rethinking Media Space” pp. 281; Lefebvre, Produc on. Of Space.
25 ibid.
26 The Informa on Bomb. Translated by Chris Turner. London, 2000. Pp. 16
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user not only “to receive data” but “to view the horizon of globalisa on;
the space of its accelerated virtualisa on.” It is taking the museum “out”
of the building and “into” the everyday, making it accessible to everyone
- diminishing the threshold.
Can changes in the media percep on accelerate the decay of the
object? The 21st century has been led by a digital revolu on,
represen ng a constant process of change. Consumed by speed,
Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, blogs and magazines (and other
pla orms) has allowed glamour to be shared world-wide in a ma er of
seconds. The modern era has given way to digital, consumed by the
accelera on of imagery.
“In architecture, the new communitarian ideals can now be sought
where the street is dead and public art is everywhere - as if two deaths
make a life.”27 The art must once again become an integral cons tuent
part of architecture. Presen ng an architecture and a city that breaks
boundaries. If the screens accept the world as a place for scenography,
with ever changing digital art, does it thus start to ques on the object?

FIG. VI. (On previous page): Collage of an NFT (crypto art) with the city of London and a “masked”
Audrey Hepburn.

27 Koolhaus, Rem: Conversa ons with students. Ed. Salford Winter. Rice University School of

Architecture, Houston Texas - Princeton Architectural Press, New York 1996.
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VI.
CRISIS OF THE OBJECT
A dematerialisa on of the object. “Central to the idea of theatricality is
the possibility of embellishing the constructed form to the point where
the art-form remains anonymous.” 28 “Theatricality is the esh of
construc on whose thickness speaks for the invisible presence of the
dialec cs of seeing and making, that is the way a building relates to its
site, framing a constructed space and opening it to the many horizons of
today.”29 Comparing the spectacle to the excess or aesthe ciza on of
architecture, where there is an almost exclusive focus on the elabora on
of the surface. Restrained or mediated in Semperian theatricality and
the tectonic dependency on the core form, whereby theatricality is
understood in an indirect way through the play of the visible and
invisible; playing on revealing and concealing materiality, structure and
construc on. Hence ques oning anonymity of the individuals will to
spectacle. “Masking does not help when behind the mask the thing is
false.”30 Discussed through devices such as costumes, stages and masks.
The “mask” that architecture wears, should thus be considered in
regards to the temporal processes of a rapidly changing urban
landscape,31 coupled with immersive forms of dramaturgical
engagement.

28 Hartoonian, pp. 25
29 Ibid. pp. 26
30 Ibid. pp. 38
31 Stoane, Andy. “Glamour” 2021 University of Dundee. pp.3.
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One can say that architecture exhibits itself, through its staged
characteris cs. Theatrical theory, such as Nikolaj Evreinov’s idea of
“Teatralnost”is brought forth in order to understand what it means
when buildings become exhibits themselves. Can this thus be achieved
through reconsidering the envelope from space-binder into a set of
layers with varying degrees of interpolated public engagement?
Represen ng the uctua ons of urban life through xed or moveable
layers, which a empt to engage temporal and cyclical uctua ons that
make up urban life. A place for the public to carry out a crea ve act.

VII.
AUTHENTICITY OF THE OBJECT
The work of art has always been reproducible. Replicas have been made
by appren ces in prac ce of their cra , by masters for di using their
work and third par es in pursuit of gain. Mechanical reproduc on of art
represents something new. The ancient Greeks made replica ons of
artefacts, they knew two procedures; founding and stamping. Bronzes,
terraco a and coins were the only artworks that could be reproduced in
mass quan ty. All others were unique. Finally with the wood cut it
became possible with mass reproduc on of graphic art. Later this art
form became overshadowed by the prin ng press. Lithography
surpassed by photography, which itself was surpassed by cinema c
reproduc on, and cinema c reproduc on has today been surpassed by
the digital. Where the “invisible” work aims to reclaim the auras of the
original.
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If we consider the highest rate of reproduc on and the lowest possible
produc on costs as the basis of capitalism, it is possible to see how the
posi ve-posi ve produc on of photography became replaced by the
nega ve-posi ve produc on, which allowed for produc on of an
unlimited number of prints from a single nega ve. As Walter Benjamin
outlined half a century ago, “To an ever-greater degree the work of art
reproduced becomes the work of art designed for reproducibility.”32
From the photographic nega ve one can make a number of prints. This
tes

es to the authen city of the art object. With each piece comes a

history of whom previously owned the art. The uniqueness of a work of
art is thus inseparable from it being embedded in the tradi onal
fabrica on. This condi on is throughly allied and extremely
interchangeable. Is it possible for it to become a pla orm for exchange?
Whereby the thresholds blur.

PAINTING AGE = SEPARATION OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
PHOTOGRAPHY AGE = PRIVATE INTO PUBLIC
DIGITAL AGE = ?

FIG. VII: (on next page) The diagram illustrates how the interac ve public displays work and are
mounted.
32 Benjamin, W. (1955). Illumina ons. Ed. H. Arendt. Translated by H. Zohn. Schocken Books, New

York. Pp.221
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The window of a building is subver ng the performa ve rela onship
between the exterior and the interior, in which the inhabitant becomes
the audience to the stage of the city. From the scene to the window.
Architectural historian Beatriz Colomina follows Le Corbusier’s interest
in framing views with horizontal windows, where “the house is a system
for taking pictures. What determines the nature of the picture is the
window,”33 whereby, in the age of mass communica on, the window
provides us with no more than a at image. ie. “The window is a
screen.”34 “Demanding” the silhoue e of a man or woman, immediately
xing ancestral measurements. Crea ng a theatre, implying a stage. To
be inside this space is only to see. To be outside is to be in the image, to
be seen. It is no longer so much to do with the public space, but the
audience that make the occupying medium.35 This is expressed in its
essence on the ephemeral level where the users become the artefacts
themselves. A space of possibility, an interpersonal space in which is
where something is allowed to appear - “the realm of the real.”36
Le Corbusier highlights the window and the facade as having cri cal
rela onships between private spaces and public domain, when sta ng,
33 Beatriz Colomina. Privacy and Publicity:Modern Architecture as Mass Media. (Cambridge/MA:

MIT Press, 1996), pp.332.
34 Ibid, pp. 334
35 Ibid, pp.7
36 Arendt, pp. 57-58
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VIII.
BLURRING BOUNDARIES

“A cul vated man does not look out the window; his window is a ground
glass; it is there only to let the light in, not to let the gaze pass
through.”37
The private is thus becoming increasingly public, which French
Structuralist philosopher Roland Barthes argues lies in “The age of
photography corresponding precisely to the erup on of the private into
the public, or rather, to the crea on of a new social value, which is the
publicity of the private: the private is consumed as such, publicly…”38
Space is de ned by walls of (moving) images39, as Le Corbusier “Walls of
light! Henceforth the idea of the window will be modi ed. Till now the
func on of the window was to provide light and air and to be looked
through. Of these classi ed func ons I should retain one only, that of
being looked through… To see out of doors, to lean out.”40 The window
thus starts to respond to transient period of city. Whereby being
immersed in the idea, people and the city start to make spectacle. The
correla on between the window and the media has the capacity to
subvert modernist binaries of private and public.

FIG. IX: (on next page) Mies’s Glass skyscraper of 1922
37 Colomina, Beatriz. “The Split Wall: Domes c Voyerism.” Le Corbusier, “The city of To-Morrow

and its planning.” Trans. Frederick Etchells. New York, 1929. Pp.174
38 38 Beatriz Colomina. Privacy and Publicity:Modern Architecture as Mass Media. (Cambridge/

MA: MIT Press, 1996), pp.20
39 Ibid, pp 7
40 Ibid. pp 19
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IX.
A NAKED STRUCTURE
A building is an opportunity to create a complex whole that would not
exist otherwise. The architecture of Mies Van Der Rohe does exactly
this. The naked structure of his buildings is almost like an x-ray of the
human body. In which becomes much like the era of photography,
where the public invades the private. A glass facade, o ering a
transparency, making it possible to see through, revealing its structure.
Expressing the inside outside, making the space and also making the
facade the ornament in its wider term - understanding it as the exterior
expression of its architecture. The ornamental side expresses the
structural side of the space and the spa al side; A wholeness in
convergence of all the elements. Much like the great cathedrals of the
Middle Ages, where every single piece of stone is part of the structure,
the space making and the ornamental expression. Where the structural
system is very much related with the whole composi on, and to the
materiality. Where the structural forces are like bones inside, and the
bones are the space containing the horizontal layers, with a very
in mate spa al condi on, di erent than from the space surrounding it.
The change and contrast which the glass plays with the visual percep on
- either reject or a ract. Curiosity is thus built through its language of
gesture, the nakedness of structure, by knowing what is underneath.
The pure modern architecture was embraced by Mies Van Der Rohe
who's Glass Skyscraper of 1922, exempli ed the metaphor of “skin and
bone.”
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FIG. X: A blob diagram portraying the programmatic sections

LOADING/UNPACKING
STORAGE, OPEN/ACCESS STORAGE
EXHIBITION
FIG. X: Flow diagram of collection item movements in services,
exhibition, conservation and collection management

S mulated by its transparency, bringing light to the surface by turning
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the inside out, and challenging the norm of social protocols of privacy.
Blurring the boundaries - a dematerialisa on of architecture portrayed
as a con nuous folded surface, where structure and environment
cannot be disentangled.
The highest a ainment of art is not libera ng itself from primi ve forms
of masking seemingly “naked” structure, but by “masking even the
mechanisms of masking” ie. Masking the mask it wears. So, it wears a
mask to communicate its signi cance as an art form - to disguise or
control how we view its structure.
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X.
MUSEUM OF THE 21ST CENTURY
Jacques Herzog argues that the museum has replaced the church, of
what it represented to the city in previous centuries. In which the piece
of architecture creates an impact in the urban environment rather than
just the building itself. Becoming a museum of the 21st Century, with an
immersive programma c iden ty.

FIG. VIII (underneath): A collage of images of the surrounding context, with a plethora of
languages, raising current architectural issues.
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In a world of continuous
transition, the greatest
challenge is adaptability.
The proposal aims at
creating a venue that
nurtures and promotes
art, as a means of social
development…
Page 42

XI.
INTERPOLATING A SPECTACLE CONTEXT; THE
BUILDING SITE AS A STAGE
A spectacle is a public display, or a public event that is notable for its
impressive appearance. The city is seen as a “visually striking display”, by
which the tangible world is replaced by a selec on of images.41 Iden ty
becomes spectacle, as French philosopher Guy Debord, revolves around
an arrow of meanings and insinua ons, whereof being a result of our
contemporary consumer culture. Hence the spectacle is not
“understood as mere visual excess”42, but embodying how society thinks
and operates.
The studio unit aims to reclaim the urban spectacle of the dramaturgical
public, through the representa on of theatricality in a landscape of
urban con nuity. Extending the dramaturgical landscape of the South
Bank to the Barbican - Two en

es which were founded on the same

“values”, and stand in confronta on to the enduring values of the city.
Where the contemporary city becomes a “space of appearance”, a
pla orm for exchange. The image of London in terms of display is
compe ng with other ci es for consumers a en on on a “global
catwalk.”43, the proposi on is becoming an ul mate space of

41 Lindell, Johan. The City as Spectacle: A Debordian Cri que of the City as Commodity and Brand.

2013. Debora, thesis 36.

42 Debord, Guy. Society and Spectacle, 1967. pp. 6
43 Lindell, Johan.pp. 15
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experiences. Broken into the “ebbs and ows” of the edge - a recurrent
pa ern of coming and going or decline and regrowth.
De ned by the Thames, the site is located along the promenade. The
museum will occupy and become an extension of the dramaturgical and
cultural landscape along London's South Bank. Following the
dramaturgical route towards the Barbican set out by the group proposal.
The site sits on an important axis, basing itself on the connec vity
between the di erent ins tu ons, with the Tate to the East, which has
contemporary cultural events, pain ngs, sculptures, but also music
events and performances, and the South Bank Centre further to the
West.
While the Tate Modern represents the tradi onal value of art, the
proposal becomes its “digital twin.” Working in collabora on. The
proposi on o ers spaces of di erence besides just galleries, a public
space in which being very di erent in its speci c condi on. Using the
analogy of clothing, the thread is no longer inside, but outside the
clothing. A demarca on of the interior and exterior. The building is seen
as a social stage, whereby becoming a “raised pla orm used for public
display.”44 The inside is thus folded upon itself, whereby the facades
mark no real threshold.
Through the explosion and interpola on, the proposi on seeks to
prevent the digital era’s window simply being a skin with no “meaning”

FIG. XII. (On next page): Collage of the South Bank, Bankside and the Townscape ar cle.

44 Etymology of stage
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to the life of the city. By manipula ng the thresholds, drawing people in
whom are not primarily interested in art, crea ng an art space which is
speci cally tuned towards the art and the ar st, for the curator and the
public. The art is there, spread out in a panorama, illuminated,
impossible to overlook - but it is not “seen” as such. O ering a spa al
alterna ve to the exis ng galleries, with its heightened concentra on
and density func oning like a kind of percep on machine - A
contemporary tool of expression.
The technically-induced spectacle project will complement the area.
Crea ng a new space to show and interpret the form of art, speaking to
new and established audiences. As Colomina, argues in Publicity and
Privacy. Crea ng, “A new sense of space, de ned by images rather than
walls.” Moreover, as Semper puts forth, revealing and concealing, where
the envelope becomes the mediator or “mask” of the building,
becoming “thresholds” into the world. A place for art and ar sts and
people to come together. This is thus translated into the program which is divided upon the level of openness.

FIG. XI. (On opposite page): The program sizes and “thresholds” are based upon the level of
need of security and publicness. Functionality becomes a basic requirement in the project,
where aesthetics is perceived as an inherent potential in its functional elements.
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XII.
A DRAMATURGICAL LANDSCAPE
In the mid 20th century, to enter the cultural landscape was no longer to
cross a threshold, to pass through the “ceremonial” space of the
entrance, as in a tradi onal public building.45 History showed that the
Success of Fes val of Britain46 in 1945, for a brief period, the whole
South Bank was “literally set alight.”47 Becoming London’s cultural and
entertainment venue. The South Bank has been developed di erently
than the theatrical duopoly of the North Bank. In the 18th and 19th
century, the cheap land enabled independent impresarios to develop
their own performance venues. With the decline of tradi onal
industries, the post-war popula on had fallen from 50,000 to 4000 by
the 1970`s.
In present day the area is home to theatre, culture, and entertainment
venues. The proposal seeks to create a dynamic and vibrant community,
where the light edge becomes like the seam of a piece of fabric.
Moreover, with the cri que of iden ty and spectacle, an account of the
poli cal economy underpinning the current architecture’s discourse in
surface and theatricality is uncovered, which can scarcely be replaced

45 Arthur A. Cohen, Herbert Bayer: The Complete Work (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994), 292.

Mary Anne Staniszewski, The Power of Display: A History of Exhibi on Installa ons at the Museum
of Modern Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998), pp. 25–28.
46 * In 1951, described separately
47 Brownie, Kenneth. Townscape. West End 3. South Bank New Town.
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with immersive layers as to respond temporality of the day-weekmonth-year.
From the spectacle of the theatre to urban theatricality, the city is a
dynamic rather than sta c event, one that is constructed, built and
staged. Responding to the transient period of the city, the surface, the
envelope, is presented with ee ng images of the present day.
Hence, with its media ng thresholds, the proposal will create space
where people can engage. A place for the public to carry out a crea ve
act…
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“THE RIVER MUST BE THE
STARTING POINT, WITH THE
SOUTH BANK HAVING THE MOST
IMPORTANT VIEWS IN LONDON.
VIEWS WHICH IN SOME CASES
HAVE BEEN SADLY MARRED BY
ITS MAD FOLLY, ALLOWING HIGH
BUILDINGS TO OBSTRUCT ST.
PAULS. BECOMING A RUINED
SPLENDID DOME.”48
48 Brownie, Kenneth. Townscape. West End 3. South Bank New Town.
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The architectural project builds on the idea on the public percep on of
art, making it transparent, allowing for people to move around freely.49
Furthering the dramaturgical landscape, the Promenade level allows for
immersion in the entanglement of screens; becoming an ephemeral
level. As with Go ried Semper and Adol Loos hanging carpets, the
screens become the support for the above level, which accommodates
for a mul -purpose space for educa onal and various public events. The
Sub-Promenade (Containment level) becomes a triad of spa al security
of tradi onal art.
As we experience the city, media ng social and physical structures
crea ng composite spaces which act as a catalyst for change. The o set
of thresholds create precinct with the immediate context. The programs
are organised ver cally/horizontally retaining adjacencies and visual
connec ons. “The realm of the real” space in which something is
allowed to appear, becoming a space of possibility.50 The curved
“thresholds” become an organising principle; accommoda ng for
individual and collec ve spaces to be formed. The monolith becomes a
reference to/play on the Tate Modern’s “chimney” stack.

49 Diagrammatically presented with the key diagrammatic moves by reading the immediate context
50 Arendt, pp. 57-58
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XIII.
CONCLUSION
A threshold is more than just a dividing line: “It’s an extension or
addi on” - it is demarca ng rigid boundaries. By rethinking the
tradi onal threshold, manipula ng and inhabi ng it, the proposal
ques ons whether the present day consumer culture, its temporal
beauty is being choreographed by the public realm. It is dependent on
the manufacturing of desire - a compulsive drive to create an
autonomous object.
Can the “glamour” of which history has shown be rejuvenated? Can this
be through the anchor for a dynamic new quarter of London?
Contextualised through an indeterminate public realm predicated on the
appearance before others and the aesthe cs of the public “act”
performed through NFT’s, as Go ried Semper so greatly reminds us….
Thinking of the future, today the no on of the space of the “exhibi on”
in a ma er of the physical gallery, has a certain aura of nostalgia about
it, rather than being the place where the latest ideas are shared. The
digital has thus given new superior, ritual values, rather than art to be
“rare ed.” The Museum of Crypto Art o ers a new democra c
openness. It is thus true that visual imagery plays a primary role in the
commerce of contemporary ci es, being consumed through images of
lifestyles, self-image, self-improvement, and glamour, which is ever

FIG. II. (On previous page): Further development of concept into design
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more apparent in museums. Reclaiming the auras of the original
reproduc on.
The proposi on is a response to everything that is uncovered. By the
reconsidera on of the envelope - from space binder into a set of layers
with varying degrees of interpolated public engagement, the “dress”
becomes the space containing the horizontal layers, with a very in mate
spa al condi on, di erent than from the space surrounding it.
With the demarca on of inside and outside; the facades mark no real
threshold, and the public is immersed in the entanglement of screens.
It is using architectural design as a form of poli cal thinking, exploring
the public space, the poli cal context of ci es and its architecture.
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FOOTNOTES
(I) “The iron band, the iron clasp,
Resisted long the el n grasp:
For when the rst he had undone
It closed as he the next begun.
Those iron clasps, that iron band,
Would not yield to unchristen’d hand
Till he smear’d the cover o’er
With the Borderer’s curdled gore;
A moment then the volume spread,
And one short spell therein he read:
It had much of glamour might;
Could make a ladye seem a knight;
The cobwebs on a dungeon wall
Seem tapestry in lordly hall;
A nut-shell seem a gilded barge,
A sheeling seem a palace large,
And youth seem age, and age seem youth:
All was delusion, nought was truth.”
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(iI)

The Primi ve Hut was rst depicted by Marc-Antoine Alugier,

whereby the trees give the idea of columns enclosing space.
(III)

Through a “chained” network feature it is possible to control,

monitor and update rmware on the screens.
(IV) NFTs are traded digitally on a blockchain with cryptocurrency.
“Minted” from digital items, such as can be art, GIFs, videos, collec bles,
avatars, music etc. Designed to give something that can’t be replaced or
copied, with built-in authen ca on, ownership of work, giving the
greater a percentage every me the NFT is sold or change hands.
Whereby using technology, through a unique token on the blockchain,
to sell.

(V)

The Contained Level is being t with ven la on requirements of

18-25 degrees with 40-60% rela ve humidity required for the
preserva on of art.51

51 Arup “Museum and galleries brochure”
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